Comprehensive Two-Year Package
Elementary, Phase One

Responsive Classroom Elementary Core Course
In four engaging and interactive days, you will learn to create safe and joyful learning communities where every student can thrive—while helping your students develop strong social, emotional, and academic skills. You will also have the opportunity to:

- Engage in energizers and interactive learning structures that can be used with students
- Reflect on your current teaching context and new content throughout the week
- Experience an Academic Choice lesson using The New Bird in Town and Charlie and the Octopus that can be adapted for any grade level
- Plan Interactive Modeling, role-play, and Guided Discovery lessons to use with students
- Map out your learning space to include elements of classroom organization
- Create detailed plans for implementation of Responsive Classroom practices

Kaleidoscope Annual Subscription + Consultant Observation and Feedback Visit
In order to extend our foundational four-day course into actionable, ongoing professional development for teacher and school improvement, you will have access to Kaleidoscope. Kaleidoscope is a suite of observation and feedback tools that analyze the results of observations to create a school growth profile and provide customized resources and solutions. In addition, a Responsive Classroom consultant will visit your school to conduct one set of inventories for classroom and nonclassroom spaces.


IMPORTANT DETAILS:
- Suitable for teachers of grades K–6
- No prerequisite

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
These books provide valuable insight and guidance to help educators apply the Responsive Classroom approach to navigate new challenges.

Strengthening the Parent-Teacher Partnership
Our relationships with parents matter now more than ever. This powerful resource ensures educators are poised to set and maintain powerful partnerships.

The Mindful Student Curriculum
This grade-specific mindfulness curriculum gives students strategies to identify, name, and manage emotions.

Email educationalpartnership@crslearn.org
Call 800-360-6332, option 3, to schedule this package